We give a combinatorial proof of the formula for the Stiefel-Whitney homology classes of the product of two Euler spaces.
We prove this formula in §1, assuming some facts on ordered triangulations that are proved in §2. With these facts we also get as an easy corollary the product formula for the integral classes:
Corollary. Let K and L be triangulations of integral Euler spaces X,
is an integral cycle that represents w (X x Y) £ H AX x Y, Z).
J. Milnor has a different combinatorial proof of the product formula.
There is also an argument due to C. The proof of the Claim is now complete.
Ordered triangulations.
By an ordered triangulation of a polyhedron X, we mean a triangulation K of X together with a partial ordering on the vertices such that the simplices of K are precisely the linearly ordered subsets (e.g., the first barycentric subdivision of a cell complex). We always write the simplices of K in increasing order. mod 2) Euler space, then ~y(K) = SaeK(-l)H (resp. y(K) = (#(K)(mod 2)).
Proof. Note that i.e., such that d(x x y) = (dx) x y + (-l)px x dy it x £ C (K , Z). For example, we could use the same formula (2) with appropriate signs.
An easy computation then shows that if m + n -p is odd, /P+l \ P dl y s ÍK') x . , ÍL')) = 2 Y (-l)mrs ÍK') x s ÍL').
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Thus ~S,PA-l)mrs (K ) x s (L ) is an integral cycle that represents the Bockstein of 22/ (X x Y).
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